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With a fresh and clear-cut user interface, TOP DVD to AVI Converter can convert DVD files
(including DVD-9, DVD-5, IFO image files) to AVI-H264, AVI-DivX, AVI-XviD, AVI-MPEG-4,
AVI-MSMPEG-4, AVI-MPEG, AVI-WMV, etc.

TOP DVD to AVI Converter allows you to preview the movie before converting, clip any
movie segment from the movie, snapshot the images in preview, customize the output effect
for the AVI files, automatically shut down the computer after converting finished, convert files
in batches, etc.

Remarkable with its super high converting speed and quality, TOP DVD to AVI Converter will
finish your converting work easily and fast.

No matter who you are, have a try right now!

Key Features

Format support

Convert DVD (DVD-9, DVD-5, IFO image files) to files in AVI-H264, AVI-DivX, AVI-
XviD, AVI-MPEG-4, AVI-MSMPEG-4, AVI-MPEG, AVI-WMV.
Support the image format of BMP.

Numerous settings

Very easy-to-use with only a few clicks to complete the conversion.
Preview: watch the movie before converting.
Split files into several small ones.
Rip any segment of the DVD.
Customize the output parameters to get the effect you prefer.
Take snapshots to your beloved movie scenes and save them as BMP files when
previewing the movie.

Excellent speed, quality and sound

Multithreading-based batch mode offers you super-high conversion speed which
exceeds that of any other DVD to AVI converter.
Very intuitive user interface that guides you to convert DVD to AVI with just a few
clicks.
Excellent video quality and luxuriant sound.
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Input format support    DVD-5, DVD-9, IFO image files
Output video format support    AVI-H264, AVI-DivX, AVI-XviD, AVI-MPEG-4, AVI-MSMPEG-4,
AVI-MPEG, AVI-WMV
Output image format support    BMP

System Requirement
OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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